GUARDIAN PORTABLE
Guardian Portable encryption software from CTWO
Products protects your data on the move, with its
intuitive drag and drop interface which encrypts data
on the fly and allows a user to move files and folders
between PC, Mac and Linux based machines. Safexs
Guardian Portable supports nearly all USB flash devices.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
SUPPORTED LANGUAGES
• All major languages supported SYSTEM

Turn your USB flash storage
device into an encrypted
vault with GUARDIAN
PORTABLE encryption
software.
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REQUIREMENTS
• Windows 10, 8.1, 8, 7, Vista, XP (SP2), 2000 (SP4)
• MacOS X 10.5+
• openSUSE Linux 11.2 i586, Ubuntu 10.4 LTS ONLY
SOFTWARE ENCRYPTION
• AES256 bit in CBC-mode
• DSA signature (1024bit key length)

KEY FEATURES
AES 256 BIT IN CBC MODE | Military
strength AES software encryptionin CBCmode, more secure than ECB

BRING YOUR OWN FLASH DRIVE |
Guardian Portable allows users to bring
their own USB flash drive and turn it into
an encrypted vault for their sensitive data.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE | Where data
encryption is an essential requirement for
regulatory complance, Guardian Portable
offers the right protection for all data
stored on portable devices.

ABOUT CTWO PRODUCTS AB –
A market leader in providing
customised USB and encryption
solutions out of its head office
in Malmo, Sweden. Safexs has
been deployed worldwide
to government agencies, healthcare,
education and corporates.

TIMER LOCKDOWN | Prevent unauthorised
access to your files, while you are away
from your computer, the Timer feature
locks the Safexs Guardian application after
a configurable period of time.
BRUTE FORCE PROTECTION | Prevents
againts password quessing attacks by
resetting after 10 failed attempts.

AUTHORISED PARTNER
SECUSOL SECURITY SOLUTIONS
T: +44 (0) 1534 498764

ANTI-TAMPERING | Password protection and
anti tampering techniques to ensure
application integrity.

E: info@secusol.co.uk
W: https://www.secusol.store

COMPUTER PROTECTION | Protect your
computer from potential unauthorised
access by locking, logging out or shutting
down after a period of inactivity or by
logging out of Safexs Guardian.

DEVELOPED IN SWEDEN - PRODUCED IN SWEDEN

UPDATEABLE | Access to future operating
system support and new features via
website downloads.
WINDOWS

MAC

LINUX

CROSS PLATFORM - Safexs Guardian Portable
can be used on Windows, Mac and Linux based
operating systems through it’s easy to use
drag and drop interface. Now you have no
reason to not encrypt your data.

